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INTRODUCTION

The Pennsylvania System of School Assessment (PSSA) utilizes a school-based assessment system that

provides comparative data to schools and districts for use in planning and informing the public. In the
1994-95 school year, student names were added to the assessments so that student scores in math and

reading could be reported to parents, teachers, principals and guidance counselors. Pending regulation
would provide for individual student scores to be reported for all three assessments as the PSSA moves

toward a system for increased student accountability.

This publication presents an overview of the state assessment system and a description of the Writing
Assessment. The Pennsylvania Framework for Reading, Writing and Talking Across the
Cufficulum, PCRP limn assist classroom teachers in instructional methods and techniques that support
and enhance the writing process underlying the assessment. Assessment handbooks also are available
for mathematics and reading. One copy of each of these documents can be obtained by sending amailing

label to:

Pennsylvania Department of Education
Division of Evaluation and Reports
333 Market Street, 8th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17126-0333.

Districts are encouraged to use the procedures and methods described herein to create prompts and score
writing samples as part of their district-level assessment program. District-level instructional and
assessment programs, however, should include other types of writing assignments and other methods of

assessment, such as annotated holistic scoring, analytic scoring, primary trait scoring and portfolios.

Writing Assessment Handbook Page iii
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OVERVIEW OF THE PENNSYLVANIA SYSTEM OF SCHOOL
ASSESSMENT

The purposes of the Pennsylvania System of School Assessment are to:

determine the achievement levels of Pennsylvania students in the basic skills of reading,
writing and mathematics;

provide results to school districts for consideration in the development of strategic plans;

provide information to state policy makers about student achievement and how schools in the

commonwealth are performing;

focus the educational direction of educators in the field via sharing assessment results and
providing widespread in-service on the assessment techniques used in PSSA; and

provide information to the general public about student and school achievement.

The PSSA is continually being evaluated and improved based on feedback from students, parents and
schools. All state assessments are conducted in English and currently concentrate on the following

academic areas:

Communications:

U Reading at grades 5, 8 and 11

U Writing at grades 6 and 9

Pending regulation includes grade 11 for writing

Mathematics at grades 5, 8 and 11

All school districts participate in the reading and mathematics assessment each year. Participation in the
writing assessment coincides with a district's six-year strategic planning cycle. Assessment occurs
before planning begins, after three years, and at the end of the strategic planning cycle. Additional
districts may participate off-cycle on a voluntary basis. Pending regulation provides for all districts to
participate in the writing assessment every year.

The reading and mathematics assessments use a combination of census testing and matrix sampling
procedures. Census testing requires all students to complete the same set of multiple-choice items and
performance tasks. Matrix sampling is accomplished by dividing a large set of items, both multiple-choice
and performance tasks, into several different test forms with an equal number of items on all forms.
Matrix sampling helps to limit the time required for the assessment, provides for consistent administration
procedures and reflects broad curriculum content. As the PSSA moves toward a system for increased
student accountability, less matrix sampling will be used.

As part of each test form in reading and mathematics, students are asked to respond to multiple choice
items. They also are asked to respond in writing to questions about reading passages and to explain in
writing how they arrived at answers to mathematics problems. These performance assessments are
included so students can explain what they are thinking and doing. The writing assessment requires
students to respond to one of nine different prompts or topics in one of three modes of
writingnarrative/imaginative, persuasive or informational.

Writing Assessment Handbook Page 1
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The information obtained by school districts from the PSSA is one lens on students' achievementthat may
be included in student portfolios and utilized when writing curriculum or planning academic programs. The
performance assessment tasks are intended to inform teaching and serve as a model for intermediate unit

and school district assessment development.

Advisory committees of Pennsylvania educators chose the concepts on which the reading, mathematics
and writing assessments are based. These groups include teachers from all levels, supervisors,
curriculum directors and college specialists. They also wrote many of the test questions, tasks and
writing prompts or chose them from items written especially for Pennsylvania. See Appendix C for a list

of members of the Writing Assessment Advisory Committee.

Writing Assessment Handbook Page 2
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OVERWEW: WRITING ASSESSMENT

In recognition of the vital role that writing plays in our lives, the development of students' ability to write
effectively for a variety of purposes and audiences has become one of the desired goals for
communications instruction in schools.

In 1989, as part of a continuing review of the conceptual bases for statewide testing, the Writing
Assessment Advisory Committee (WAAC) was formed to design a writing test that would measure
students' ability to write for different purposes. To do this, they examined writing research, investigated
various types of writing assessments being used by several other states and the National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP) and studied the implications of the Pennsylvania Department of
Education's framework for integrating communication skills across the curriculum. During this review, it
became apparent that, because of the complexity of the writing process, an adequate conception of
writing must be established. Since a single, simple definition of writing may fail to capture this complexity,
the Writing Assessment Advisory Committee recommends the following operational definition of writing
presented by the National Council of Teachers of English and supported by the Pennsylvania
Framework

Writing is the process of selecting, combining, arranging and developing ideas in effective
sentences, paragraphs, and, often longer units of discourse. The process requires the writer to
cope with a number of variables: method of development (narrating, explaining, describing,
reporting and persuading); tone (from personal to quite formal); form (from a limerick to a
formal letter to a long research report); purpose (from discovering and expressing personal
feelings and values to conducting the impersonal "business" of everyday life); and possible
audiences (oneself, classmates, a teacher, "the world"). Learning to write and to write
increasingly well involves developing increasing skill and sensitivity in selecting from and
combining these variables to shape particular messages. It also involves learning to conform to
conventions of the printed language, appropriate to the age of the writer and to the form,
purpose and tone of the message. Beyond the pragmatic purpose of shaping messages to
others, writing can be a means of self-discovery, of finding out what we believe, know, and
cannot find words or circumstances to say to others. Writing can be a deeply personal act of
shaping our perception of the world and our relationships to people and things in that world.
Thus, writing serves both public and personal needs of students, and it warrants the full,
generous and continuing effort of all teachers.1

In keeping with the active nature of performance assessment, students knowing and doing, this writing
assessment is performance-based rather than an objective measure of isolated skills. As Breland and
Jones point out, direct assessment of writing samples gets at certain kinds of skills that multiple-choice
tests, no matter how constructed, simply cannot measure, namely: "(1) the ability to organize ideas in
logical and coherent expository prose; (2) the ability to structure thought in a recognizable rhetorical
pattern, i.e., the simple beginning, middle, and end; (3) the ability to demonstrate fluency and ease in the
invention of appropriate syntactical patterns; and (4) the ability to identify and employ an appropriate tone
and style to match a presumed audience."'

I Breland, Hunter M. and Robert J. Jones, (1982). Percept/ons of Writing Skill (ETS RR NO. 8247). New York: College Board
Publications.
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The Pennsylvania Department of Education believes this direct or performance assessment of writing will
enhance instructional efforts by encouraging teachers to design instruction around thoughtful, effective

and meaningful writing tasks.

The writing assessment provides a broad measure of students' abilities to write for a variety of purposes,
specifically to narrate, inform and persuade in all subject areas.

The writing assessment is to serve as a model in both form and process. This model includes
administration, product, evaluation and reporting. Educators are recruited by the Pennsylvania
Department of Education's Division of Evaluation and Reports to participate in the annual training and
scoring of writing samples obtained from field tests (see p. 10). Those educators gain a better
understanding of the multiple aspects and interdependence of curriculum, instruction and assessment.
They become resource persons for their districts, i.e., they may train their colleagues to score and/or
assist in the development of district writing assessment systems.

Districts are encouraged to use the procedures and methods described to conduct writing sample
assessments as part of their own writing and assessment programs. District programs, however, should
include other types of writing assignments and other methods of assessment, such as annotated holistic

scoring, analytic scoring, primary trait scoring and process portfolios.

Modes of Discourse

Even before the state included these types of writing in its Academic Standards, the WAAC identified
three "modes" or types of writing to be among the most important in school and in life, and to be most
appropriate for the state assessment.

Narrativenmaginative Writing

Narrative/imaginative writing creates, manipulates and interprets reality. It requires writers to closely
observe, explore and reflect upon a wide range of experiences. It encourages creativity and speculation
and offers writers an opportunity to understand the emotions and actions of themselves and others. At all
grade levels, the functions of this mode of writing are to narrate, reminisce or imagine.

Informational Writing

Informational writing is used to share knowledge and convey messages, instructions or ideas by making
connections between the familiar and unfamiliar. It is assessed because it is used as a common writing
strategy in academic, personal and job related areas; as a tool that spans a range of thinking skills from
recall to analysis and evaluation; and as a means of presenting information in prose. This type of writing
has many functions: to present information through reporting, explaining, directing, summarizing and
definft; to organize and analyze information through explaining, compathg, contrasting and relaying
cause/effect; or to evaluate information through judging, ranking or deciding.

Persuasive Writing

Persuasive writing moves the reader to take an action or to form or change an opinion. This type of
writing is assessed for three reasons: 1) it requires thinking skills such as analysis, synthesis and
evaluation; 2) it requires writers to choose from a variety of situations and to take a stand; and 3) it is a
skill frequently used in school and the workplace. Persuasive writing has several functions: to state and
support a position, opinion or issue; or to defend, to refute or to argue.

Writing Assessment Handbook Page 4
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Purposes of the Writing Assessment

The writing sample assessment provides information to participating schools and school districts about
the current status of students' writing and a process that can be used to begin monitoring writing skill
development over time. This assessment was designed to influence instruction rather than to merely
reflect it. The purposes of the assessment are to:

monitor progress toward communication and writing achievement in Pennsylvania schools;

measure performance in writing within a school and demonstrate "growth" within a district;

provide a rough measure to evaluate the quality of writing within a school district;

provide staff development opportunities in holistic scoring of writing;

encourage school districts to develop a systematic program for improving the quality of writing;

encourage more and different types of writing in Pennsylvania classrooms;

provide information to help teachers strengthen their writing programs;

provide information that will reinforce the value of writing;

stimulate writing across the curriculum; and

encourage districts to provide staff development in writing instruction and assessment.

The state writing assessment from 1990 to the present was not intended to make decisions about
individual students. The state assessment provides comparative data about the school's writing
program, and it serves as a validity check of the school's local assessment of writing. Pending regulation
will increase student accountability and will therefore provide individual student results. This shift in
accountability will necessitate a change in the design of the writing assessment when the pending
regulation becomes law.

Writing Assessment Handbook Page 5
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ELEMENTS OF THE ASSESSMENT: STRATEGIES IN WRITING

The writing process consists of various strategies students use before, during and after writing. Effective

use of these strategies is evidenced by good writers. Not all of the strategies need to be used each time
one writes; rather, one needs to be able to select and apply those strategies that best suit the writing task

and situation. Students must be taught these strategies and given regular and ample opportunities to

practice them.

The first items students encounter on the writing assessment relate to specific strategies used in the
writing process. They are asked to respond to the following:

I have been taught:

pre-writing skills (brainstorming, listing, planning, etc.).
about different types of writing.
how to revise and edit my writing.
how to conference with my teacher.
how to conference with my peers (classmates).
how to use a computer or word processor for writing.

The response choices are:

Yes
No

Students are then asked to respond to the following statements dealing with opportunities to
practice writing strategies:

I plan, brainstorm, list, or read to gather ideas before I write.
I write (stories, papers, etc.) in school.
I have the opportunity to share my writing with my classmates (for example, peer conferencing,
reading aloud, etc.).
I have the opportunity to discuss my writing with my teacher.
I revise and edit my writing.
I write (papers) for classes other than for English class.
I choose my own topics to write about.
I use a computer or word processor for my writing.
I share my writing with an audience other than my classmates (for example, newspaper or
bulletin board).
I hear teachers read to the class.
I see my teachers using the writing process when they write.
I hear teachers share their writing with the class.

The response choices are:

Every day
Every week
Every month
Every grading period
Never

Writing Assessment Handbook Page 6
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ELEMENTS OF THE ASSESSMENT: THE WRITING SAMPLE

ADMINISTRATION

Guidelines for the administration of the state assessment are sent to district assessment coordinators

prior to the assessment, and test administrators also receive administration directions in time to preview

them. Previously and in the 1999 assessment, students randomly receive one of the nine prompts on
which to write. Two 40-minute sessions over two consecutive days are set aside for completing the
assignment. During that time, students are encouraged to use learned processes in order to develop and

produce their "final copy" (second draft), which is transcribed onto the two pages of the assessment
folder by the end of the second 40-minute session. Results of a generalizability study in 1998-99 to
determine a design for a writing assessment capable of providing a valid individual score may change the

administration. Students are permitted to use a dictionary, thesaurus and electronic spell checker.
Although elements of the writing process are incorporated into this assessment, it is a large-scale, on
demand performance assessment, and they are not permitted to get assistance from teachers or peers.

THE WRITING ASSIGNMENT

One of the most critical tasks in the design of the writing assessment is the development of the writing

prompts. A prompt is a statement or group of statements about a specific topic, constructed to motivate
students' thoughts and elicit their best writing on the topic. Prompts that specify the purpose and
audience have been developed to elicit the form of writing expected.

The prompts have a common set of directions that can be read by the test administrator as the students
read along silently. Following each prompt is a set of five "reminder" statements. Each statement refers
directly to one of the five characteristics of effective writing These statements are designed to assist

students by making expectations known.

SAMPLE PROMPTS

The following directions precede each prompt:

Directions

You will have two sessions to plan your paper, prepare a draft, revise and write your final copy on the

topic given below.

During Session 1:
think about what you want to say,
make notes, and
write a draft of your paper on the
composition paper your teacher has
provided.

During Session 2:
reread the prompt,
read your draft,
make any changes in your draft you feel are
necessary, and
when you are satisfied with what you have
written, copy it onto the FINAL COPY pages
of the assessment folder.

READ THE ENTIRE PROMPT CAREFULLY.

Writing Assessment Handbook Page 7
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SAMPLE NARRATIVE/IMAGINATIVE PROMPT

PROMPT 1

We all have memories connected to our experiences. Think about an experience
you feel you'll always remember. Try to picture the time, the place, and the people
involved. Try to remember everything you can about this experience.

Write about the experience you remember. Be sure to include enough details so
that your reader can share your experience. Show why this memory stands out
for you.

As you write and rewrite your paper, remember to:

describe what happened.
give details that are specific and relevant to this experience.
present your ideas clearly and logically.
use words and well-constructed sentences effectively.
correct any errors in spelling, punctuation and capitalization.

Note how this prompt is designed to motivate the writer to narrate, reminisce and/or imagine.

SAMPLE INFORMATIONAL PROMPT

PROMPT 2

Think about discoveries or inventions that have affected our lives. Select one.

Write to inform someone about this discovery or invention. Tell whether it has
been good or bad for society.

As you write and rewrite your paper, remember to:

give enough information so that the reader will know what the discovery or invention is
and why you chose it.
give details that are specific and relevant to the discovery or invention.
present your ideas clearly and logically.
use words and well-constructed sentences effectively.
correct any errors in spelling, punctuation and capitalization.

Note how this prompt is designed to motivate the writer to present, organize and analyze and evaluate
information.

WrIdng Assessment Handbook Page 8
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SAMPLE PERSUASIVE PROMPT

PROMPT 3

A new principal is contacting all students about changing or adding to the school
rules. Think of a rule you would like to change or add.

Write to persuade the principal to use your suggestion.

As you write and rewrite your paper, remember to:

State what rule you wish to change or add.
include enough convincing details so the principal will want to use your suggestion.

present your ideas clearly and logically.

use words and well-constructed sentences effectively.

correct any errors in spelling, punctuation and capitalization.

Note how this prompt is designed to motivate the writer to state and support a position, opinion or issue

After each prompt the following directions appear:

When you have finished, close your assessment folder and sit quietly.

Before prompts are included on an assessment, they are field tested two years previous to ensure that
they are fair to all students. In 1998 prompts will be field tested to determine possible inclusion on the
year 2000 assessment. These field tests are scored by Pennsylvania educators. All educators are invited
to apply to attend this Scoring Session. The invitation and application form are sent via Penn Link in
January for the ApriVMay Scoring Session (see p. 10-11).

Writing Assessment Handbook Page 9
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EVALUATING WRITING

The following information is presented as current and past practices. Results from the generalizability
study conducted in school year 1998-99 may change much of the information on pages 10-13.

The Scoring Guide

The current Pennsylvania Scoring Guide has two components, the six-point scoring rubric and the five
characteristics of effective writing. The interplay of these characteristics and the scoring criteria is
graphically represented in Appendix A, The Pennsylvania Holistic Scoring Guide. The five
characteristicsfocus, content, organization, style, and conventionshave been deemed
significant to any piece of writing; and, parallel to the purposes of the assessment in authentic writing,
any one composition may appropriately include elements from several forms of discourse. For example,
it is rare to find a piece of pure narration without some informational or expository passages. Even the
best persuasive pieces incorporate some informational writing, often interspersed with imaginative and
narrative disclosures. This integration occurs very naturally. Furthermore, when given a prompt that
specifies the purpose for writing and the audience for whom they are to write, students should be able to
demonstrate their ability to respond appropriately, regardless of the mode.

Holistic scoring, a reliable method for scoring large numbers of writing samples, is currently used to
evaluate each piece of writing regardless of mode. It is based upon the readers' overall impression of the
effectiveness of a piece of writing. The criteria in the Pennsylvania Writing Assessment Holistic Scoring
Guide clearly define the characteristics of effective writing and make it possible to evaluate any student
composition, independent of the mode chosen to execute the piece of writing. Therefore, in current
training, the existing scale is applied to all of the writing prompts without overemphasis on mode-specific
issues.

SCORING FIELD TESTS

The Scoring "Team"

Scoring thousands of field test writing samples involves a team effort. The scoring process relies on at
least five different groups of people responsible for their completion:

1. The PDE's Division of Evaluation and Reports oversees the scoring process. The project director
and other department staff give overall direction to the process.

2. Chief readers/trainers: These individuals help to select the standard-setting papers and assist in
training the table leaders. At each scoring session, one chief reader/trainer is needed to train the
scorers, monitor the overall scoring process and act as final arbitrator.

3. Assistant chief readers: These assistants help the chief reader/trainer with the anchor selection,
table leader training and scorer training. At the scoring session, they assume the role and
responsibilities of chief reader in their scoring room.

4. Table leaders: One table leader is needed for every seven/eight scorers. They are responsible for
further training of the scorers to make certain all those at their respective tables are in agreement.
They keep records of discrepant scores and are the initial arbitrator of them.

Writing Assessment Handbook Page 10
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5. Scorers: These are the persons who are trained by the chief reader/trainer to score the student field
test writing samples using the scoring guide and anchor papers. Each works independently under
the direction of a table leader. Approximately one hundred scorers may be needed for any given
year's field test. These scorers are selected from the ranks of Pennsylvania educators who respond
to a notice from PDE and can obtain released time from their districts. These scorers also have the
advantage of being able to return to home districts with the ability to apply major components of the
assessment at the classroom and district level. Because staff development is one of the purposes
of PSSA, increased training in the application of the scoring process in the classroom/district is one
of the major goals. To meet this need, PDE also offers staff development sessions designed to
"marry" the language of assessment to the language of instruction so educators can use the
components of the assessment to influence the instruction of writing in the classroom.

The Scoring Process

One of the assessment's purposes is to provide districts with information on growth in writing within the
district. 1n order to show growth, the same standard must be used on all papers. For this reason, sixth
and ninth grade papers are currently mixed together for the scoring. The scorers do not know what grade
the writing samples are from and, therefore, are not influenced by grade level. They simply apply the
standard uniformly.

In preparation for the field test scoring sessions, PDE staff, chief readers/trainers, and their assistants
look through about 15 percent of all papers and select the "training papers." From these, one set of six
"anchor papers," exemplifying the score standards or benchmarks, is selected for each prompt. Several
more training papers are selected, some of which require more judgment in balancing the criteria of one
score point against another than do the anchor papers. Three sample anchor sets can be found in
Appendix B. Each anchor set is written in response to the prompts found in Appendix B. Written at the top
of each sample is the prompt number and the score point awarded (6-1).

Prior to the scoring sessions, PDE staff, chief readers/trainers, and assistants meet with the table
leaders. During this session the whole group discusses basic procedures and finalizes training and
scoring processes. At the scoring session the scorers are oriented by PDE. They are assigned to tables
and are trained by the chief readers/trainers to apply the established scoring standards by using the
scoring guide and training packets. After some additional training by the assistant chief readers and their
table leaders, the scorers begin to score. Each paper is read and scored by two scorers. The second
scorer does not know the score given by the first scorer.

In Pennsylvania, the scores for a writing sample are allowed to be adjacent; that is, a piece of writing may
be given a "5" by one scorer and a "4" by another. However, if two scorers differ by more than one point
(for example, a "3" and a "5"), the paper must be "arbitrated" or scored by a third scorer. Most of the time,
the table leader is the third scorer and differences are quickly adjudicated. The scoring process
continues until all the papers have two adjacent or two like scores.

In a large-scale assessment such as this, arbitration rates of not more than 10 percent are considered
acceptable. Pennsylvania, through its extensive training and scoring process, has maintained an
arbitration rate of 5 percent or less, and the last two years has had an arbitration rate under 2 percent.

Wr king Assessment Handbook Page 11
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SCORING THE ASSESSMENT

Assessment papers for the 1999 assessment will be scored by a contractor trained to use the
Pennsylvania Writing Assessment Holistic Scoring Guide. Certain members of the WAAC select the
anchor papers and training papers to be used to train the professional scorers employed by the
contractor, and scorers are carefully monitored to ensure that Pennsylvania's standards are met. The
same process using two scorers to read each paper is used by the contractor. The two scores are added
together for a total holistic score ranging from 2 to 12. Reports are printed for each school with district
and state data for comparison.

REPORTING ASSESSMENT RESULTS

Results of "Strategies in Writing"

The data for this element of the assessment are the number and percentage of students responding to
each of the response choices for each strategy (page 6). School data is provided with comparisons for
district and state. When reviewing the data, it must be remembered that this is "self reporting" by
students; and, as such, it should be viewed as descriptive of, not prescriptive for, classroom practice. It
cannot be assumed that there is a cause-effect relationship between these factors and performance in
this writing assessment. The responses can, however, serve as the impetus for reflection on program
and instruction and provide a focus for areas of improvement.

Results of the Assessment Writing Sample

Results are returned for both schools and districts, but not for individual students. Two types of data are
presented from which comparisons can be drawn.

1 . Scaled Scores: Four scaled scores are presented for each grade level. One represents the school's
overall writing score with similar schools, district and state data for comparison. The other three
scaled scores are by mode. These scores have only district and state data presented for
comparison.

2. Holistic Scores:The number and percentage of writing samples awarded a total score from 2 to 12
are presented by mode and overall total by school, district and state. The 2 to 12 scores are not
grade equivalents and do not correspond to grade levels; they are simply the sums of two
scores awarded on the six-point holistic scoring scale. The numbers and percentages of non-scored
papers, both non-scoreable (illegible, incoherent or blank) and off-prompt (did not respond to the
prompt) also are reported.

Writing Assessment Handbook Page 12
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Scores are clustered into five score categories or descriptors. Because papers from both grades 6 and 9
are scored together, descriptors that reflect more demanding standards for ninth graders have been
developed for reporting purposes:

DescrOfOrs . , dride 4 - Grade 9

Excellent 12, 11, 10 12, 11

Good 9, 8 10, 9

Fair 7*, 6 8, 7*

Week 5, 4 6, 5

Poor 3, 2 4, 3, 2

A paper awarded a score of 7 is considered by the PDE Writing Assessment Advisory
Committee to be the minimal level of writing competence.

Generally...

Ewellentwriting has a sharp, distinct focus demonstrating an awareness of the audience and task.
There is a clarity of purpose and ideas, and a single point of view is sustained. Content is substantial,
specific and/or illustrative with sophisticated ideas that are particularly well developed. The
organization can be obviously controlled and/or skillfully subtle. The writer's voice is apparent in tone
and originality of language. Language is precise with effective word choice and variety of sentence
structures, types and lengths. Standard conventions are utilized with few mechanical and usage
errors.

Good writing is writing that has a focus; there is an awareness of audience, task, purpose, point of
view and ideas. Content is specific and illustrative. Organization goes beyond the simple beginning,
middle and end and has logical transitions. There is precision and variety in sentence structure and
word choice. Some mechanical and usage errors may be present.

Fafrwriting is writing that moves beyond vague focus; there is some awareness of audience, task,
purpose, point of view and ideas. There is sufficient content; that is, it goes beyond repetition, listing or
a mere sequence of ideas. Organization is appropriate; the piece has a beginning, middle and end.
Some precision of language, sentence structure and word choice is evident; however, the writer's
voice may not be apparent. Although mechanical and usage errors are evident, they are not severe
enough to interfere significantly with the writer's purpose.

Weakwriting tends to have a confused focus; there is little awareness of audience, task, purpose or
point of view. The content is superficial. Organization is confused, and there is a general lack of variety
in word choice and sentence structure. Mechanical and usage errors tend to seriously interfere with
the writer's purpose.

Poor writing tends to have little, if any, focus. The content presented has little relevance. The
organization, sentence structure, word choice and conventions are so limited that the piece is difficult,
if not impossible, to understand.

All students should achieve a "minimally competent" level of writing. In all cases, "excellent" writing is the
expected instructional goal, and there will be many high school students scoring above the "minimally
competent" level.
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APPENDIX B

ANCHOR PROMPTS

Prompt 4: (Narrative/Imaginative)
Imagine that a severe storm has hit your area. Tell what happened.

As you write and rewrite your paper, remember to:

describe what happened that day.

give details that are specific and relevant to this experience.

present your ideas clearly and logically.

use words and wellconstructed sentences effectively.

correct any errors in spelling, punctuation and capitalization.

Prompt : (Informational)
Teachers are always looking for ways to help students learn better. If you could help your
teachers plan classroom activities that would improve your learning, what would you suggest to
them? Write to inform your teacher about your suggestions and how these activities would
improve learning.

As you write and rewrite your paper, remember to:

tell what the activities are and how they would help you learn better.

include enough information and details so that your teacher will understand the activities and
why they would help you learn better.

present your ideas clearly and logically.

use words and wellconstructed sentences effectively.

correct any errors in spelling, punctuation and capitalization.

Prompt 6: (Persuasive)
Local leaders are considering building a recycling plant in your community. The only available
location for the plant is the community park and recreation area. Do you think the plant should be
built? Write to persuade others in your community to agree with your point of view.

As you write and rewrite your paper, remember to:

state your opinion clearly.

support your opinion with specific details.

present your ideas clearly and logically.

use words and wellconstructed sentences effectively.

correct any errors in spelling, punctuation and capitalization.
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This piece is clearly-focused-and-controlledtrom opening statement through conclusion.
The writer has a strong =Aso of audiencc and task and maintains a single point of view
throuPotir tht-p-pulling-togetherthe-powerfuirsuange-andfaightenirtgaspecthe
storm. Tcrea-s- lie-siipTuTtizaTel rat we fevelopecl-vsidrdetail-and-imagery. _Organization_
has the wnter's emottons frow witlith-emorm.-Strong voice.-Openomembarrassed tone-
Interesting similes and ea:cell-eat word" choia.-Writet conveys expertise-in language,
mechanics and usage.
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. -the _ ea_ ptepgrea

Narrative has a clear, distinct focus, stated in the first paragraph and maintained
throughout The content is specific, detailed and illustrative with a nice contrast of the
storm outside and the relative calm of the kitchen inside. A. logical order of events allows
the reader to move easily through the text though some weakness in paragraphing is
evident in the third paragraph, which contains many different ideas. Voice is heard by -

word choice, use of dialogue and choice of details. Sentence variety is employed well to
control meaning; however, some awkwardness exists ("there was wonderment if whether
traveling to visit relatives on Christmas would be possible."). There are minimal
mistakes in the use of conventions.
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PROMPT 4 SCORE POINT 4
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Nlo belie-J/13mi 4hi siorm has eenvd 410.14,
//pee7fici g dila' a hi

dolh` ',ea^ bir4fs ;iv( e aeer deo icome ter

our Gt//4,11k/ 0/7y/770/y, Z r77;ss er el A/o/Vell

The purpose of describing a severe storm is maintained throughou4 however, the writer
introduces so many fringe topics that purpose almost becomes muddled. There are many
specific details, but none are developed. Each sentence piles on one more. Piece has a
good introduction and relies on chronological order to provide connections. The
conclusion, however, does not follow logically. The piece jumps from a sense of panic
about the snow to:domestic tranquillity while helping Morn bake cookies to concern for
sick brother. There is some variety of sentence structure and use ofjargon reflects the
writer's voice (a wacko day, AA1-11-11-1H1). Mechanical errors are not severe enough to
interfere with the reader's understanding.
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PROMPT 4-SCORE POINT 3
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Focus is vague. The writer remains on the tide "The Tornado of 1986" but makes no
clear, consistent point about it. The piece has the qulity of an "everything-there-is to-
tell" summary. The content is limited to a list of facts connected by "and." Ideas are
stated but not developed or explained ...each is limited to its own clause ("And the hail
was as big as golf balls and the tornado tore off the roof across the street where I use to
live and thcn someone called the fire department and they were down there for a long
while trying to fix it and ... "). There is a sense of an introduction and conclusion (And
it was the last one we ever had since 1986. The End."). Paragraphing has only rough
logic to it. Transitions are limited to "and." There is no apparent control or conscious
choice of sentence structure or vocabulary. The weaknesses in mechanics, usage, and
sentence structure necessitate re-reading for understanding.
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PROMPT 4 SCORE POINT 2
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Focus is vlit between the balgameAnd_tratom2._Themtritertievelops the-story-of-the-J
ball game more than the storm. What is implied as the focus of the story isAluded to_ in_

the iedenie, aso-wiwent inside for about a hour and half till it was over." The body and I

--tonclUtion ifEWth-Talud-a m paragraik two. Transitions are limited to "then" and
°so:" Not-a lot ofimaginadonIn word' coice and/Fr sentence variety. The mechanical

ar-ors-are-serious-enough-to interfere-with-the-flow, exl-thelacI cif eomiilefeniss
interferes with-the reader's-ability-to understancE
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PROMPT 4 - SCORE POINT 1

1/%3 cit skos ca 1,64 a/71,-411%-- WeA-0
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There seems to be an awareness of topic but no apparent sense of audience or purpose.
Content remains superficial, stating only that there was a storm and it did damage. There
is a brief list of ideas connected with "and," but there is an absence of any detail or other
development. There's a sense of an introduction, body and conclusion, but there's no
order beyond beginning, middle and end. Transitions are accomplished only through
"and." Writer displays no apparent control of sentence structure or word choice for
meaning. A flat tone is established through "it was" repetition. Many errors exist in
conventions, ranging from punctuation, capitalization, spelling, run-on sentence, tense
change.
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PROMPT 5 - SCORE POINT 6
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The writer has a very defmed concept of audience and task and exhibits a sharp focus
from the introduction (I could definitely lend my teachers afew good suggestions.")
through the well-developed suggestions to the rather disgruntled conclusion. The
cause/effect relationship is evident. The ideas are varied and well developed. Tht writer

presents four main ideas (group work, songs, films, trips outside) with substantial
development. The introduction is engaging. It's obvious that the writer planned the

ideas/suggestioits, but their order seems random. Transitions are made through the

repetition of the idea of "fun" and through specific transitional words ("Lastly"). Writer

exhibits a strong voice with original approaches to suggestions. This piece has effective

and dramatic word choice (appreciative, key occurrences, attentive) and a good control of

sentence structure to give variety and effect. There are few mechanicil errors.
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PROMPT 5 - SCORE POINT 5
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The writer demonstrates a clear focus by stating it in the first and last paragraphs and
maintaining it between. Though the ideas are related to specific teachers, the ideas
themselves are general. Suggestions are followed by an explanation or rationale. This
piece is organized and sequential. Each paragraph deals with a particular suggestion for a
particular teacher. Though the word choice gets the job done, the writer does not
demonstrate strong voice or originality. That is some attempt at sentence variety. Few
mechanical and usage etrors in this piece.
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PROMPT 5 - SCORE POINT 4
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The writer is consistently aware of the task ("If you make it fun or interesting then the
class will lern better."). Content is the best feature of this paper. The writer tries to
specifically illustrate each idea offered. There is an introduction, but the conclusion gets
mixed in with the body of the paper. Paragraphing is good, but some paragraphs contain
too many idcas. There is some attempt to vary sentence structure. Word choice is
functional but not sufficiently original to create a clear writer's voice. Some problems
exist with spelling and punctuation.
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PROMPT 5 - SCORE POINT 3
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The writer demonstrates his/her awareness of audience and task by use of letter format.
Writer then proceeds to give a sequence ofideas with little supporting detail and no
development of the ideas. There's a good introducdon but no conclusion other than a
signature. Voice is evident in the first paragraph and the "wondering off" sentence in the
second paragraph, but there is little precise or original language. There are no significant
mechanical errors.
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PROMPT 5 - SCORE POINT 2
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The writer seems unaware of the assigned task and audience. Writer rambles with a
confused focus. The content deals with what the writer lilces about school instead of what
can help him/her learn. Writer really only has two ideas, and he/she repeats them over
and over. Most of the information is not relevant to the focus. The organization is
confused as the writer jumps from idea to jdea (talidngmbout activities to what he/she
wants to be when he/she grows up.). Writer shows no concept of paragraph. Piece
sounds Ince a stream ofconsciousness. There is little evidence of correct sentence
structure or how to make thoughts link together cohesively. Writer also exhibits a limited
word choice. A lack of correct usage, evidence of run-on sentences and fragments, and
other conventional crrors make the paper difficult to understand.
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PROMPT 5 SCORE POINT 1
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At first glance, this paper may appear to be offprompt; however, the writer does address
"school" so he/she is given thc benefit of thc doubt, and the paper is scored. The lack of
content makes it difficult to really judge any of the areas adequately. There appears to be
no awareness of audience, and purpose is difficult to determine, also. This piece consists
of one sentence that is a list of things the student would do if he/she could begin the
school year over rather than ways to improve learning. Organization is impossible to
judge, as is sentence structure, since only one sentence was written. This paper is a good
example of a lack of the characteristics of effective writing.
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This paper has a strong, clear, distinct focus from the beginning to the end. The writer
demonstrates a clear sense of his/her audience and purpose. The ideas are well developed
with supporting details. The idea of a recycling plant and its advantages are well
supported as "the valuable process of recycling." The order is inherently logical as it
follows the development of arguments. The writer displays an obvious control of
sentence structure and interesting and vivid word choices ("The meager destruction of
one park is only a slight inconvenience when . . "ugly," "demeans," "scars on the
surface of our beautiful planet," "pungent," "emanate," "magic that this project holds").
This writer has a strong understanding and control of language and conventions. Some
errors exist, but they are not so glaring that they're necessarily detected on a first reading.
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PROMPT 6 - SCORE POINT 5
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The focus of this paper is clear, and the purpose is obvious and maintained throughout.
The writer provides explanations of reasons, though they are somewhat general in nature.
Although the writer doesn't paragraph correctly, the information is written in a logical
order. The paper has a definite beginning, middle and end. Voice is heard through the
variety in sentence structure, type and length. Language is effective for the purpose, but
it could be more precise to enhance voice. There are some mechanical and usage errors,
but they don't interfere with the meaning.
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PROMPT 6 - SCORE POINT 4
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This piece exhibits an adequate focus, though the writer does detour into some detail
about the ozone layer. The ozone layer discussion is intended to support the writer's
content about the need for a recycling plant, but the connection is somewhat weak. This
paper has a definite beginning, middle and end. The writer's voice is present, though its
informality leads to some trite expressions. There are some errors in spelling, mechanics
and usage.
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PROMPT 6 - SCORE POINT 3
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The focusis-vague; Is-the writer talkiag-about a recycling_plant orpollution? The
eontent-is-limited to a list of ideas_thatarc not developed (trash in the streets," "help the
workers," "helping ft streets, the parks.and rivers," `.`safer streets"). The organizationis-
random with no logical transitions. There is veri little Contior of stntefice variety: The !

writer shows some diffiaty with spelrmg, capirarizallotrancl-some-punetuation---:--1
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PROMPT 6 - SCORE POINT 2
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The writer moves in and out of focus with almost every sentence. The content is
superficial. The writer states ideas briefly and without explanation. The introduction
could be interpreted as "I think . . ." and the conclusion as " . . . that is my opinion;"
however, both are weak. There is no apparent sense of control of sentence structure or
word choice for effectiveness. This paper contains several usage, mechanics and spelling
errors.
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PROMPT 6 - SCORE POINT 1
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The writer's focus is_presentjuNo recycling_shode not be bided"and the_maiter_then
lists three reason why it should not be built ("It will tack up space. Time and mehey_ I

(iffority)170th Eflfian the id plusthe idea that " . . . it might polont eath (pollute
the earth) more," this-paperhas nothilig elNone-6f theid-eas ar-CdevelFfred or
explaine&-There-is-no organization, no-apparent-control oversentence- structue and-
word_choice,_and themechanical and-usage-errors-am so severe that-the writer's-ideas are
difficult to understand.
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Testing Accommodations to Encourage
Participation by Students with

Disabilities
in the

Pennsylvania System
of

School Assessment

Introduction

According to the Pennsylvania System of School Assessment (PSSA) Coordinator's Handbook, "ALL
students enrolled in the public schools ... are to be included in the assessment process." The
purpose of this document is to help Pennsylvania educators to obtain the participation of ALL students

in the PSSA tests, specifically students with disabilities. Accommodations that will allow students with
disabilities to participate in the testing are listed and, where necessary, briefly described.

Why include all students?

The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act Amendments of 1997 (IDEA 97) and the Improving
America's Schools Act (IASA) mandate that students with disabilities are to be included in state and
district wide assessments.

In Chapter 4 academic standards and assessment regulations, the PA State Board of Education
established as State policy that "Public education prepares students for adult life by attending to their
intellectual and developmental needs and challenging them to achieve at their highest level possible. In
conjunction with families and other community institutions, public education prepares students to
become self-directed, life-long learners and responsible, involved citizens." 22 Pa. Code §4.11(b).

Chapter 14 special education regulations and the Chapter 15 regulations pertaining to protected
handicapped_ students also support this perspective. Chapter 14 addresses the issud of student
participation through the student's Individualized Education Program, the IEP. The Chapter 14
regulations state that the IEP of a student is to contain "A description of the extent to which the eligible
student will participate in programs and activities with noneligible students and of the adaptations, if
any, to activities which are necessary to ensure the student's meaningful participation." 22 Pa. Code
§14.31(0(6).

Chapter 15 students have their needs addressed in service agreements developed by the student's
parents and an appropriate school administrator. Chapter 15 states, "the law and its regulations require
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public educational agencies to ensure that these students have equal opportunity to participate in the

school program and extracurricular activities to the maximum extent appropriate to the ability of the

protected handicapped student in question. School districts are required to provide these students with

the aids, services and accommodations that are designed to meet the educational needs of protected

handicapped students as adequately as the needs of nonhandicapped students are met." 22 Pa. Code

§15.1(b).

How should participation and accommodation decisions be made?

The IEP team, which includes the student's parent(s), must address the student's instructional and

assessment needs. The team must decide whether the student will take the assessment and what, if any,

accommodations are needed to ensure the student's meaningful participation in the PSSA. This
information must be documented on the student's lEP.

Most students with IEPs will participate in the PSSA, but a small number of those students may need an

alternate assessment. The IEP team must base participation decisions on:

the student's strengths;

the student's instructional goals; and

the student's learning characteristics.

Participation decisions may not be based upon the student's disability label or class placement. If the
student is working toward different instructional goals than those found in the general curriculum, the

IEP team may decide that the student needs an alternate assessment.

Criteria for making accommodation decisions include:

1. the accommodation should not provide the student with an unfair advantage;

2. the testing contractor must be able to score the test; and

3. test security must not be violated.

What are accommodations?

The words "accommodation," "adaptation" and "modification" are often used synonymously. For the
purpose of this document, an accommodation is defined as anything that is changed so as to become
suitable or anything that meets a need. Ideally, the testing situation would simply be an extension of the
instructional setting. Those accommodations used in the instructional process should be used, if
appropriate, when assessing a student. The intent of providing an accommodation is to ensure that a
student with a disability is not put at a disadvantage in the testing situation.
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Are all accommodations that are used during instruction allowed for assessment?

When testing, the accommodations used must not give students with special needs an advantage over
other students. Accommodations are meant to make the assessment fair for all students. In addition, the
accommodation must not change what is being tested. For example, it would not be appropriate to read
a reading test to a student if the test is measuring how well a student reads. On the other hand, if the test

is measuring whether or not the student can draw meaning from text, this may be appropriate. The
impact of the accommodations on the skills being assessed should be determined separately for each
test, since the accommodations used depend on the type of test and the purpose for using it.

Removing the barriers

Below is a list of some accommodations (this is not an exhaustive list) which may be used to assist a
student with disabilities to participate in the statewide assessment.

Presentation

Use sign language or the student's native language to give directions.

Quietly repeat directions to individual students.

Have student demonstrate understanding of directions.

Accompany oral directions with written directions.

Cue the student to remain on task.

Read test items (for math or writing prompts only).

Check periodically to make sure student is marking in correct spaces.

Provide physical assistance.

Response (in all cases, answers must be transferred into the regular answer booklet)

Allow student to mark responses in a test booklet rather than on an answer sheet.

Allow student to point to response.

Allow student to answer questions orally.

Allow student to respond on audiotape for math and reading tests.
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Test Mot4fications

Obtain and use Braille tests or large-print versions.

Use enlarged answer sheets. (Answers must be transcribed into regular answer booklet.)

Provide written steps for directions.

Highlight key words or phrases in directions.

Mask portions of test to direct child's attention to specific areas.

Utilize different position of paper or alter student's test-taking position.

Use colored stickers for visual cues.

Use acetate color shield on pages to reduce glare and increase contrast.

Setting

Allow student to use adaptive or special furniture (e.g., a study carrel).

Test in a separate room or in small groups to reduce distractions.

Reduce stimuli (e.g., limit number of items on desk).

Provide appropriate lighting.

Use preferential seating. 30'

Secure papers to work area with tape or magnets.

Timing/Scheduling

Increase or decrease the opportunity for movement.

Permit additional breaks for students during testing.

Increase test time.

Provide flexible scheduling.

V.1
qtrodily

.v
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Assistive Devices (any assistive technology currently being used to access the curriculum)

Allow augmentative communication systems or strategies, including letter boards, picture
communication systems and voice output systems. MIN

1.4"..,*,Use FM or other type of assistive listening device. 1111001....
Provide a magnifier, large-print or Braille materials. .

< 4

, f
Allow alternate writing systems including portable writing
devices and computers.

Use mounting systems including slantboards and easels.

Allow counting devices such as a calculator (EXCEPT for the non-calculator section of the
mathematics assessment).

Other options

Use chubby or thin pencils depending upon the student's needs.

Use long, well-sharpened pencils.

Can a student be excluded?

1. While the goal is participation of all students, current Assessment Regulations of the State Board of
Education state that any student may be excused from the PSSA by parental request. If, after
reviewing the assessment materials, parents find that the state assessments are in conflict with their
religious beliefs, they may submit a written request to the appropriate school district personnel
asking to excuse their child from the assessments. (It should be noted that when Chapter 4 becomes
effective, this exclusion will become more restrictive for future assessments.)

2. While most students with IEPs will participate, students with IEPs may be excused from the
assessment when requested by the IEP team for such reasons as emotional stress caused by the
assessment process or lack of environmental awareness on the part of the student. It is generally
agreed that students receiving Life Skills Support or whose IEPs are referenced in life skills
curricular areas may not have had sufficient opportunity to learn what is being assessed; thus, this
assessment would be inappropriate for them, although there may be exceptions.

3. Students with Service Plans under Chapter 15 may be excused for reasons similar to those stated
above by their planning team.

4. A student may be excused from testing because of limited English proficiency, extended absence,
withdrawal from school, etc.
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If you feel one of these reasons is appropriate for one of your students, you should contact your

school/district test coordinator.
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